Islamic domination)
. 44 Importantly, Pirenne viewed the Arab conquest as dramatically different from those of the pagan and Arian Germanic peoples as it brought about complete reorientation of the lands they controlled:
To tell the truth, a minority can transform a people when it wants to dominate it effectively, when it only has contempt for it, and considers it as matter to exploit; this was the case for the Normans in England, for the Muslims everywhere they sprang up, and the same for the Romans in the conquered provinces. However, the Germans wanted neither to destroy nor exploit the Empire. Instead of having contempt for the Empire, they admired it. They did not have anything to oppose it like moral force. Their heroic period ceased with their installation.
and economic activity but also to altered psychological and religious attitudes. According to
Pirenne, whereas leaders of the invading Germanic cohorts might be prepared to acknowledge the inferiority of their culture as opposed to that of Rome, the Islamic invasions succeeded due to the zeal of the Arab conquerors who intentionally subverted the pre-existing order. 47 Whereas the pagan Germanic peoples blended into the Roman Christian population with time, the religious inclinations of Arabs allegedly made this impossible. And, in regions conquered by the Arabs, the heirs of Rome were forced to assimilate even if they were allowed to retain their religious practices:
Germanic peoples were Romanized once they entered into Romania. Romans, by contrast, were Arabized once they were conquered by Islam. It matters little that, until the midst of the Middle Ages, there subsisted in the midst of the Muslims small communities of Copts, Nestorians, and above all Jews. This entire ambience was no less profoundly transformed. There was a break, a complete rupture with the past. 48 With this argument in favor of historical discontinuity brought on by Arab conquest, Pirenne noted that the sea that had once been the cradle of Christian civilization now became its frontier.
In Pirenne's view, the siege of Constantinople loomed large. Following the period of anarchy that succeeded the death of Justinian II in 711, Pirenne noted that Leo III the Isaurian was able to repel the Umayyad fleet definitively in 718 thanks to his use of Greek fire and his alliance with the Bulgarians. Pirenne described this event as "the last attack attempted by the Arabs against the city 'protected by God'." 49 He contrasted Byzantine success with the battle of Poitiers (732), which he saw as less significant than was traditionally held. anyone, given the proclivity of many European scholars to produce theories that embraced large parts of humankind without the necessity of learning much about the cultures they affected, 68 Pirenne's assumptions about post-Roman North Africa and the Levant followed in the tradition of a century of historical works that justified European colonization through reference to former Roman territories and their rightful restoration to the sphere of Europe. 69 Pirenne proclaimed that in the seventh century, "a rupture occurred that will last to our days". 70 There is thus no doubt that he viewed the modern age as deeply connected to its Roman and post-Roman past. 
ARCHAEOLOGY AND THE FUTURE OF THE PIRENNE THESIS
Since Pirenne wrote Mahomet et Charlemagne in the mid-1930s, the area in which the landscape of post-Roman research has changed most profoundly is archaeology. 72 Although archaeology, like history, is a discipline contingent upon the conditions in which its practitioners operate, it is the largest source of new data useful to improving our understanding of late antiquity and the early middle ages. 73 Integrated with the historical data we possess for the postRoman West, and framed by anthropological theoretical approaches, it allows us to reconsider 13 the transition between ancient Rome and the Middle Ages in a more complex fashion than was possible in the early twentieth century. While its practitioners are far from being in agreement about its methods and implications, post-Roman archaeology has the greatest potential to move medieval studies beyond the framework inspired by Pirenne's vision of the processes that transpired in this epoch. 74 Archaeology's value to historical questions, however, has not always been immediately apparent. In the late nineteenth century, and certainly as late as the interwar period, when Pirenne wrote, late Roman and early medieval archaeology was not yet professionalized and its practitioners were organized largely within the context of provincial learned societies. 75 Driven by regional and nationalist concerns, cemeterial excavations represented the predominant genre of post-Roman archaeological research in Western and Central Europe. 76 Typological studies of the contents of row graves fueled debate over the identification of the ethnic populations buried at these sites, and had implications for both modern German territorial claims to regions like Alsace and Lorraine and Pirenne's claims that little change was effected by the Germanic invasions. 77 However, cemeterial excavation reports -which were highly local in focus and mainly interested in the identity of deceased warriors -did not lend themselves easily to broader arguments like that of Pirenne dealing with production and trade. Few historians in Pirenne's
day, aside from Mikhail Rostovtzeff in The Social and Economic History of the Roman Empire
(1926), availed themselves of the archaeological record in studying the ancient economy. 78 By contrast, classical archaeology, which was intrinsically linked to colonial concerns and the acquisition of imperial collections for metropolitan and colonial museums, focused for the most part on epigraphical remains, monuments, and statuary. 79 In the nineteenth-century, its methodology was quite simple and consisted in many cases of clearing statues and edifices of the debris of subsequent centuries, and studying, drawing, and collecting monuments and inscriptions with approaches borrowed from art history and architecture. 80 In addition, scholarly interest in the classical past was trained almost exclusively on remains dating earlier than the third century, and that which was later was typically misdated, ignored, or destroyed in the process of excavation. 81 Driven by written sources, modern aesthetic sensibilities, and colonial concerns, classical archaeology in the Maghreb thus mainly addressed sites that predated the critical era that brought Roman decline. 82 As such, it was not well disposed to discussing the vitality of the post-Roman Mediterranean. One of the exceptions to this trend, and one of the first contributing to its success during the Carolingian renaissance. 91 They argued that the end of this 16 productive period was in the early ninth century: it occurred centuries after the Arab conquest and was caused by Viking attacks in the West and the collapse of the Abbasid regime. 92 However, thirty years after the publication of the Hodges and Whitehouse assessment of Pirenne, the work of post-processual archaeologists has made it is easier to see the flaws not only in the work of Pirenne but also in the positivistic approaches advocated by New Archaeology. 93 In applying broad-based theoretical models for the phenomena observed rather than assessing emporia individually, archaeologists made too many assumptions about royal power and long distance trade. They effectively neglected the complexity of human agency as a factor in these historical developments. 94 Moreover, their analysis of historical texts lacked interpretive nuance and their projects largely reduced Pirenne's sweeping vision of civilizational change to economics.
In addition to less positivistic theoretical approaches, recent decades have brought the application of scientific technologies that have nuanced at the same time that they have complicated understanding of post-Roman developments. Among these tools are high precision radiocarbon dating (which measures the amount of 14 C in organic matter and allows scientists to estimate the time elapsed since the death of the plant or animal) and more accurate dendrochronological sequencing of wooden artifacts (based upon tree ring patterns) for this formative epoch. They contribute to scholars' ability to establish more reliable relative and absolute chronologies for archaeological sites (i.e. chronologies that date deposits or events relative to one another versus those that fix these events to specific years based upon an independent measure like radiocarbon dating). They help, for instance, to rectify the undercounting of materials from periods like the fifth or eighth century in which grave goods
were not used as frequently or were not distinct enough to support typological analysis. 95 These techniques also allow archaeologists to test the accuracy of the dating of sites integral to understanding trade in the late and post-Roman epoch, an improvement over traditional dependence on a combination of stratigraphy, artifactual styles, and relevant historical references, all of which have proved less reliable than once thought.
Likewise, the introduction of increasingly affordable scientific technologies like isotopic
analysis has increased what can be learned from organic remains relative to travel and diet.
Isotopic analysis of bones and teeth using oxygen and strontium signatures allows archaeologists to determine with some level of accuracy individuals' place of birth; studying skeletal remains for carbon and nitrogen signatures reveals information about diet during their lifetime. When applied as a means of testing conclusions resulting from typological analysis of grave artifacts, the input of isotopic evidence, for instance, has challenged traditional archaeological hypotheses about the expression of identity in early medieval cemeteries. 96 Although still in its infancy, DNA-testing, improved by next generation sequencing (NGS) that works well on shorter, decayed strands of ancient DNA, has permitted scientists to derive more detailed information about the genetic traits, illnesses, and relations of individuals, families, and larger groups. 97 While imperfect in terms of the kind of evidence they can deliver, particularly in the case of the analysis of ancient DNA, which is very costly and relatively imprecise with respect to when specific migrations and mutations of genes may have occurred, these techniques enable scholars to refine some of the questions they ask about trade, urban life, and migration. 98 Such finds have also revealed inherent contradictions in long-held assumptions about gender associations of artifacts in early medieval graves. 99 Other approaches useful to archaeologists who need to map ancient sites relevant to the discussion of post-Roman trade include non-or minimally invasive techniques like geographic information system (GIS) mapping and global positioning system (GPS) plotting. 100 The mass of data that these techniques have produced has required, in turn, new means of processing this once unimaginable wealth of information. The increasing power and accessibility of computers, that from the 1960s made data analysis possible on this scale, have enabled scholars to observe larger patterns of human behavior in the archaeological record than previously possible. 101 Michel Bonifay's recent discussion of the configuration of consumption in late antiquity, a study based on enormous quantities of ceramic shards, for instance, suggests that Mediterranean trade was restricted to a narrow strip of the coast of North Africa and did not penetrate deeply into the local and regional North African economy. 102 However, the application of techniques derived from the laboratory and computer sciences to the finds of archaeological fieldwork has meant that archaeologists now typically work as members of large excavation teams, rather than in isolation, as was common in the past. 103 These collaborations, which have enabled archaeological analysis to evolve dramatically, have nonetheless also brought new challenges as archaeologists bridge the disciplinary divides that separate them from pure scientists, who often come at projects with different expectations, standards, and objectives from those of humanists. Indeed, scientific studies of early medieval data have been known to gain a life of their own in the rapid-granting and publication cycles of the hard sciences, resulting in publications that lack the critical input of archaeologists and historians. Written quickly and devoid of humanistic nuance, these journal articles frequently contain simplistic and inaccurate narratives that grab headlines but are imbued with problematic claims reflective of the limits of their authors' knowledge of historical realities. might be described as a civilizational approach inspired by Braudel, but one moving beyond the unifying effect that he and Rostovtzeff attributed to the shipping routes that crossed the Mediterranean. 114 Their approach takes into account the great variability of climate, landscapes, agricultural techniques, religion, and a variety of human factors that existed around the Mediterranean while still acknowledging the importance of connectivity.
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Avoiding the kind of grand narrative espoused by Pirenne, the important contribution of Horden and Purcell offers fewer direct contentions than McCormick but also opens more doorways to further research. 116 Their work suggests that even if scholars cannot completely avoid objectifying the past and making it their own, 117 they can at least broaden their source base sufficiently to expose potential anachronisms in existing models. For those like myself interested in developments that occurred during the intervening Merovingian period, it might help undo the secondary status of the pre-Carolingian era that structural reliance on the Pirenne Thesis traditionally has fostered. Taken from the perspective of early medieval history and archaeology, these developments are already occurring in a number of interesting ways, the final subject to which I will now turn. This is very much a meditation rather than a complete survey of some of the enormous changes wrought in the last several decades by multi-disciplinary research of the early medieval West.
MOVING FORWARD: BIG, MESSY, AND MULTI-DISCIPLINARY
In Leaving behind the bold strokes of Pirenne, he has replaced them with a complex and messy pointillist synthesis. Instead of the Roman Empire, there are regions; instead of a single panorama, there are detailed and comparative case studies of urban centers, emporia, and rural land estates. 118 In the states that framed the lives of the landowners and peasants at the heart of Wickham's study, there is continuity of pre-existing regional differences in culture and economy, yet abundant elements of radical change throughout the former Roman world. 119 The wealth and diversity of these parallel experiences -and the kind of micro-regions and connectivities this important but uneven source of iron had a direct impact on the nature and quality of social and cultural interactions in which they played a role. 148 Influenced by the growing importance of materiality studies, 149 research on objects like combs has shown that even modest toiletry implements had layered meanings and a complex history. 150 These considerations should figure in and complicate understanding of the objects that have counted so large in assessments of local, regional, and long distance trade.
CONCLUSIONS: MESSINESS AS A POST-COLONIAL VIRTUE
The milieu within which Pirenne operated, and the war that changed him as a scholar, Although it is impossible to see into the future with any clarity, there is no doubt that scholarly approaches shaped by the uncertain events of the early twenty-first century will be used in coming decades in unexpected ways. Historians and archaeologists will dissect this work in relation to the events and ideologies of the day, and will replace still imperfect approaches with alternative interpretive strategies and analytic techniques. However discouraging, this cycle should not prevent medievalists from exposing the way in which specific historical moments and 
